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Oasis - Columbia
Tom: A

   Tab Key:

b = bend (7b8 means bend the string at the 7th fret to make
approximately
the note that the string would make if it were played at the
8th fret with
no bend)
r = release bend
h = hammer on
p = pull off
x = mute the string with one of your fingers

NOTE: Though most of the song just goes from "A" to "D" to
"C", here's how
Noel plays along with those basic chords when the guitar first
comes in at
the beginning of the song until the first chorus:

Intro: -----

1st Verse
---------
A
There we were, now here we are
D                    C
All this confusion, nothing's the same to me
A
There we were, now here we are
D                    C
All this confusion, nothing's the same to me

Chorus
------
    A
Now I can't tell you the way I feel
            D                  C
Because the way I feel is oh-so new to me
A
I can't tell you the way I feel
            D                  C
because the way I feel is oh-so new to me

Musical Interlude
-----------------

2nd Verse
---------
What I heard is not what I hear
I can see the signs but they're not very clear
What I heard is not what I hear
I can see the signs but they're not very clear

Chorus
------
I can't tell you the way I feel
Becuase the way I feel is oh-so new to me
I can't tell you the way I feel
because the way I fell is oh-so new to me

   A                                    D                C
                                     This is confusion, am I
confusing you?

   A                                    D                C
                                    This is confusion am I
confusing you?

           A                               D              C
                                    This is confusion, am I
amusing you?

        !
        !

           A                               D              C
                                   This is peculiar, we don't
want to fool
yer

        !
        !

Acordes


